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Harnessing Shakti: The Social Implications of
Vedic and Classical Hindu Interpretations of
Female Power
Olivia Cox
Understanding the tenets and worldviews of a tradition is undoubtedly vital
in the study of religion; however, there is a limit to the knowledge we can gain
by examining doctrinal concepts alone. Essential to the nature of a religion is the
way it is practiced, and we begin to build an adequate understanding of a religion
only when we consider the connection between religious principle and everyday
reality. Indeed, recognizing the true depth of a religion requires us to broaden our
MVJ\ZWHZ[[OL[OLVYL[PJHSMYHTL^VYRVMVMÄJPHS[L_[ZHUK[LHJOPUNZ[V[OLHWWSPJHtions of such teachings in the real world. In this paper, I will analyze the impacts
VM[OL¸VMÄJPHS¹/PUK\^VYSK]PL^·HZL_WYLZZLKI`YLSPNPV\ZH\[OVYP[PLZHUKPU
ZJYPW[\YL·VU/PUK\^VTLU»ZZVJPHSZ[H[\Z
( OPZ[VYPJHS WLYZWLJ[P]L PZ ULJLZZHY` [V Z\MÄJPLU[S` PSS\TPUH[L [OL SPURZ ILtween Hindu religious ideas and societal gender roles; the only way to fully grasp
the dynamic relationship between the spiritual belief system and gender identities
of contemporary Hindu women is to study the development of that relationship
from its earliest stages. A review of the different eras of the Hindu religion reveals
HZPNUPÄJHU[[\YUPUNWVPU[IL[^LLU[OLLHYS`=LKPJ7LYPVKZVM[V)*,HUK
the following Classical Period from 400 BCE to 400 CE. The transition between
these two periods represents a major shift in the way women were perceived both
YLSPNPV\ZS`HUKZVJPHSS`^P[O[OL*SHZZPJHS7LYPVKPU[YVK\JPUNZPNUPÄJHU[YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ VU ^VTLU»Z ZVJPHS Z[H[\Z  ,]LU PU [OL TPKZ[ VM [OPZ TVU\TLU[HS HS[LYPUN
VM ^VTLU»Z YVSLZ ^L JHU SVJH[L HU LZZLU[PHS JVTTVU [OYLHK! [OL L_PZ[LUJL VM
female power (or shakti), construed mostly in the context of life-giving capacity,
has been a constant across the ages in Hinduism. Whether during the golden age
VM^VTLU»ZMYLLKVTPU[OL9N]LKPJ7LYPVKVYHNHPUZ[[OLIHJRKYVWVMYLWYLZZPVU
and uncertainty in the Classical Period, shakti was never disputed. Thus, historical
Å\J[\H[PVUZPU[OLYLSPNPV\ZS`THUKH[LKZVJPHSWVZP[PVUVM/PUK\^VTLUK\YPUN
the Vedic and Classical Periods should not be understood as consequences of
debates over whether women possess power. I will argue that the adjustments in
^VTLU»ZZVJPHSZ[H[\ZMYVT[OL=LKPJLYHVM/PUK\PZT[V[OL*SHZZPJHSVJJ\YYLKUV[
because the existence of female power was ever repudiated, but because the poSP[PJHSHUKZVJPHSJVUKP[PVUZVM[OL*SHZZPJHSWLYPVKTV[P]H[LKZWLJPÄJHUKKPZ[PUJ[
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PU[LYWYL[H[PVUZVM^VTLU»ZWV^LY
In her “Women and Hinduism” chapter of the book Women in Indian Religions 2H[OLYPUL 2@V\UN KLÄULZ [OL `LHYZ  [V  )*, HZ [OL 9N]LKPJ
Period, a time during which the earliest books of the Rgveda were being written
HUKTLUHUK^VTLULUQV`LK¸JVUZPKLYHISLJVTWSLTLU[HYP[`¹@V\UN0U[OL
Hinduism section of Women’s Voices in World Religions, Madhu Khanna characterizes the Vedic period similarly, explaining that although the patrilineal nature
of Vedic society manifested in small degrees, women were allotted a number of
freedoms, including the right to participate in religious ceremonies and access to
LK\JH[PVU2OHUUH;OLKLÄUPUNMLH[\YLVM[OL9N]LKPJWLYPVK^HZP[ZMHTily orientation, and goals of progeny, prosperity, and longevity became pillars of
religious life. As potential wives and mothers, women played key roles in attaining
these goals; their importance was even acknowledged by the gods, who, during
this period, were believed to accept offerings only in the presence of a wife and
[VYLX\PYL^VTLU[VM\SÄSSJLY[HPUYP[\HSW\YWVZLZ@V\UN0U[OPZ^H`[OLLMMLJtiveness of ritual was at least partially dependent on the involvement of females,
and women were actors who made essential contributions to the potency of ritual.
In addition, Mildred Worth Pinkham states in her Woman in the Sacred Scriptures of Hinduism that the goddesses as described in the RgVeda embodied societal family-centeredness. For instance, Prithivi, a goddess highly praised in the
Rgveda, is described as “Mother Earth,” the “all-producer,” and is entreated to
“give me life of long duration” (The Hymns of the Atharva-veda, in Pinkham 11).
Similarly, the goddess Sarasvati is construed as a mother and is associated with
rivers, which were ultimately sustainers of life for the people of the Rgvedic Period
7PUROHT*VUZPKLYH[PVUVM[OLNVKKLZZÄN\YLZHUKYP[\HSZVM[OL9N]LKPJHNL
reveals an important relationship between feminine divinities and human women:
in a world where the highest social and religious aspirations involved children
HUKMHTPS`^VTLU»ZSPMLNP]PUNJHWHJP[PLZ^LYLJLSLIYH[LKILJH\ZL[OLNVKKLZZ
also possessed such capacities on a larger scale. In the Rgvedic Period, people
YLJVNUPaLK[OH[HUPTWVY[HU[WHYHSSLSL_PZ[LKIL[^LLU^VTLU»ZMLY[PSP[`HUK[OL
NVKKLZZ»WV^LYHUKLHY[OS`^VTLU^LYLH^HYKLKJLY[HPUYPNO[ZHUKYLZWLJ[ILcause of what they shared with the goddess.
A number of notable shifts in the Hindu attitude toward women occurred durPUN[OL4PKKSLHUK3H[L=LKPJ7LYPVKZ\U[PS)*,MVYLZOHKV^PUN[OL
monumental changes to come in the Classical Period. An important element of
the historical moment was increasing migration eastward from India into the Ganga Valley, which required clearing and farming new lands as well as cultural dif-
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fusion and integration. As migration became more frequent, rituals became more
complex and were split into categories of those conducted in the household and
in public. In combination with a delegation of many ritual tasks to male priests
of the upper Brahmin caste, this ritual division between private and public forms
LMMLJ[P]LS`¸JVUÄULK\WWLYJHZ[L^VTLU»ZYP[\HSHJ[P]P[`[V[OLKVTLZ[PJZWOLYL¹
@V\UN=LKPJLK\JH[PVUMVYNPYSZ^HZWYHJ[PJHSS`PUHJJLZZPISLZPUJL[LHJOPUN
commonly occurred in rare, special forest schools for ascetics; the norm was for
girls to learn only what was required for domestic worship and the gestures that
were necessary to perform their limited roles in public rituals. Women rarely ofÄJPH[LKPUW\ISPJYP[\HSZHWWLHYPUNPUZ[LHKHZ[OL^P]LZHUKYP[\HSWHY[ULYZVM[OLPY
O\ZIHUKZ@V\UN6U[OLYHYLVJJHZPVU[OH[H^VTHUKPKWHY[PJPWH[LPUW\ISPJ
ritual, it was both acceptable and necessary for her to channel her power toward
connecting with the gods, but in everyday life, she was forced to conform to the
PKLH]VPJLKPU[OL)YHOHTHUHZ[OH[¸^VTLUBHYLDKLWLUKLU["^OLUJL^VTLUHYL
sure to be attendant upon man” (Sacred Books of the East, in Pinkham, 61). As female ritual roles became increasingly limited, so did female gender identity, with
^VTLU»ZZLSMKLÄUP[PVUILNPUUPUN[VILYVV[LKTVZ[S`PUTHYYPHNLHUKTV[OLYhood. The socio-religious roles of women were forced inward, erased from public
view and banished almost exclusively to the domestic sphere.
+LZWP[L ^VTLU»Z TPUVY YVSLZ PU W\ISPJ YP[\HSZ VU [OL Z\YMHJL PKLHZ HIV\[
^VTLU»Z WV^LY YLTHPULK LTILKKLK ^P[OPU YP[\HS HJ[PVUZ ;OYV\NO H ZWLJPHS
gesture called “taking hold from behind,” women illustrated their fertility during
rituals, and female fertility and sexuality were the basis upon which the purposes
VMYP[\HSPUJS\KPUNJOPSKYLUHUKJYVWZJV\SKILM\SÄSSLK0UVYKLYMVYHYP[\HS[V
JVU[HJ[[OLNVKZHUKHJOPL]LHU`ILULÄ[ZWHY[PJPWH[PVUVMH^PML^HZULJLZZHY`
@V\UN;OPZPKLH[OH[SPMLNP]PUN^P]LZHUKTV[OLYZZLY]LHZJVUK\P[Z[V[OL
gods is echoed in the Upanishads, a sacred text of the period, with the following
statement: “Be one to whom a mother is as a god” (Hume in Pinkham, 69). This
passage relates women to gods, thus scripturally asserting their importance in acJLZZPUN[OLKP]PUL0UKLLK^VTLU»ZPU]VS]LTLU[^HZZV]P[HSPUYP[\HSZ[OH[YP[\HS
HJ[P]P[`^HZVM[LUWVZ[WVULK^OLUH^VTHU»ZTLUZ[Y\HSPTW\YP[`IHYYLKOLYMYVT
ILPUNWYLZLU[@V\UN
;OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM[OL4PKKSLHUK3H[L=LKPJ7LYPVKZ^LYL
YLJVNUP[PVU VM ^VTLU»Z WV^LY HUK TVYL ZPNUPÄJHU[S` H[[LTW[Z [V OHYULZZ [OH[
WV^LY(Z[OLZHJYLK[L_[[OL)YHOHTHUHZKLÄULKJH[LNVYPLZVMW\YP[`HUKPTW\YP[`^LYLTVYLZ[YPJ[S`HUK^VTLU»ZYP[\HSYVSLZILJHTLPUJYLHZPUNS`JVUÄULK
to the domestic sphere, a new socio-religous reality emerged in which the power
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of upper-caste women was called upon only under certain circumstances. In her
book Roles and Rituals for Hindu Women1\SPH3LZSPLWVPU[ZV\[[OH[L]LU\UKLY
those circumstances, additional attempts were made to curb and control female
power, such as the use of gold or kusa, a special kind of grass, to substitute a
^PML»ZWYLZLUJLPUYP[\HSZ3LZSPL:OHR[P^HZJVTWHY[TLU[HSPaLKHUKZ[YPJ[S`
YLN\SH[LKPUP[ZSPTP[LKYLHSTVMPUÅ\LUJL"P[^HZTPJYVTHUHNLKJVUÄULK[V[OL
KVTLZ[PJ ZWOLYL HUK JVU[YVSSLK Z[YH[LNPJHSS` ;O\Z [OL 4PKKSL HUK 3H[L=LKPJ
7LYPVKZYLWYLZLU[[OLPUJLW[PVUVMHTV]LTLU[[V\ZL^VTLU»ZWV^LYZLSLJ[P]LS`
PUJLY[HPUW\ISPJYP[\HSZHUKKVTPUH[LP[[OLYLZ[VM[OL[PTL3LZSPLLMMLJ[P]LS`JHW[\YLZ[OL[VULVM[OPZWLYPVK»ZHWWYVHJO[VMLTHSLWV^LY!¸6U[OLVULOHUK[OL
WV^LYVM^VTHU»ZZL_\HSP[`HUKYLWYVK\J[P]LJHWHJP[`PZJVUZ[HU[S`L_HS[LK6U
[OLV[OLYOHUKOLYYVSLPU[OLZHJYPÄJL·[OLH]V^LKW\YWVZLVM^OPJOPZ[VZLJ\YL
the generation of offspring, the perpetuation of the cosmos, and the elevation of
[OLZHJYPÄJLYHUKOPZ^PML[VOLH]LU·PZZ`Z[LTH[PJHSS`YLK\JLK¹3LZSPL;OPZ
JVTW\SZPVU[VJHSJ\SH[LKS`THUHNLMLTHSLWV^LYILNHUPU[OL4PKKSLHUK3H[L
=LKPJWLYPVKZHUK^HZ[OLWYLKLJLZZVY[V[OL*SHZZPJHSLYH»ZTVYLYHKPJHSTV]Lment to cage shakti.
A key characteristic of the subsequent Classical period from 400 BCE to 400
CE was the dramatically shrinking social status of women, a phenomenon that
was fueled by the Hindu religion and is apparent in the male-written sacred texts
VM[OL[PTLPUJS\KPUN[OL7\YHUHZ[OL3H^ZVM4HU\HUK[OLLWPJZThe Bhagavad Gita, The Mahabharata, and The Ramayana). In the texts of the Classical
Period, women and their bodies are described in a very different way than they
were previously: during this period, the womb was understood as a vessel for
THSLZLLKHUKUV[HZHMLY[PSLÄLSKPTW\YP[`YH[OLY[OHUMLY[PSP[`^HZLTWOHZPaLK
and, perhaps most importantly, the uneducated women of the upper-caste were
considered avidya, “without knowledge,” and were associated with the similarly
\URUV^SLKNLHISLZ\KYHZVYSV^LYJHZ[L@V\UN ;OL*SHZZPJHS7LYPVK[O\Z^P[nessed an unprecedented conception of women in which they were equated with
the lowest realms of the social hierarchy.
If we consider the historical context of this religion-based deterioration of
^VTLU»ZWVZP[PVUPU[OL*SHZZPJHS7LYPVKP[ILJVTLZJSLHY[OH[[OLYLKLÄUP[PVUVM
^VTLU»ZWSHJLPUZVJPL[`^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`SPURLK[V[OLWVSP[PJHSJVUKP[PVUZVM[OL
time. The Classical period was undoubtedly a stressful one: with the encroachment of the new Buddhist and Jain religions (which had been founded by reforming Hinduism), the breakdown of various empires, and frequent foreign invasions,
[OL=LKPJ[YHKP[PVU^HZKLJPKLKS`PUQLVWHYK`@V\UN(JJVYKPUN[V@V\UN
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religious elites (especially Brahmin priests) attempted to protect and maintain their
[OYLH[LULKZ[H[\ZI`KLÄUPUNP[HZJVU[PUNLU[\WVURUV^SLKNLVM[OL=LKHZ)`
making religious education a requirement for high social standing, elites legitimated their own positions and further subordinated those who did not have acJLZZ [V=LKPJ LK\JH[PVU UHTLS` ^VTLU HUK Z\KYHZ @V\UN  ;OPZ JVUJLW[
presented a contradiction in the case of high-caste women: they shared the mark
of inferiority (a lack of knowledge) with the lower-caste and needed something to
assert their social superiority. The indicators of Brahmin women became chastity
and purity: consequently, if a woman wanted to protect her high-caste position,
she conformed to the expectations of Brahmin men, which required her to control
OLYZL_\HSP[`@V\UN
The web of ideas resulting from women as avidya (without knowledge) as
well as other Hindu responses to the possibility of collapse (such as the outlawing of female ascetism) represent earnest efforts to maintain the previous socioreligious order by stringently curbing any form of female independence, which
^HZWLYJLP]LK[VJVUZ[P[\[LHTHQVY[OYLH[[V/PUK\ZVJPL[`@V\UN>OLYLHZ
^VTLU»ZWV^LY^HZ\[PSPaLKMYLX\LU[S`K\YPUN[OL9N]LKPJ4PKKSLHUK3H[L=LKPJ
Periods, it was completely caged in the Classical Period, suppressed by paranoid
male Brahmins whose only concern was maintaining traditional male-dominated
power structures. To gain even more insight into the politically-motivated attempts
to religiously control female power, it is helpful to focus on two key verses in the
sacred text The Laws of Manu, both which speak to the dependency of women.
;OLÄYZ[VM[OLZL]LYZLZKPYLJ[S`HKKYLZZLZ[OLJVUJLW[VMZ[YH[LNPJZ\WWYLZZPVU
of women, proclaiming that “by a girl, by a young woman, or even by an aged
one, nothing must be done independently, even in her own house… A woman
must never be independent” (Laws of Manu, 5.148). Author and Editor Kathleen
M. Erndl analyzes this passage in her book Is the Goddess a Feminist?, explaining that it expresses the need for men to manage female power. It is important to
note that the inherent power of women is not disputed in this verse; rather, it is
KLLTLKHMVYJLV]LY^OPJOTLUT\Z[WYLZPKL;OL]LYZL¸YLJVNUPaLZ^VTLU»Z
power and proposes to control it for patriarchal purposes” (Erndl 96). In the world
of the Classical Period, where the old patriarchal order was falling under attack,
stability seemed to depend on strategic management of shakti by men. In this way,
WVSP[PJHS\UJLY[HPU[`TV[P]H[LKHZOPM[PUYLSPNPV\ZPU[LYWYL[H[PVUVM^VTLU»ZWV^LY
^OPJOPU[\YUKPTPUPZOLK^VTLU»ZZVJPHSZ[H[\Z
In a set of similar verses in Laws of Manu, women are established as volatile
beings requiring the protection of men. These verses describe women as danger-
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V\ZS` Z\ZJLW[PISL [V ULNH[P]L PUÅ\LUJLZ HUK [OLYLMVYL PU ULLK VM YLN\SH[PVU I`
men: “Women must particularly be guarded against evil inclinations, however triÅPUN[OL`TH`HWWLHY"MVYPM[OL`HYLUV[N\HYKLK[OL`^PSSIYPUNZVYYV^VU[^V
families… He who carefully guards his wife, preserves (the purity of) his offspring,
virtuous conduct, his family, himself, and his (means of acquiring) merit” (The
Laws of Manu;OPZWHZZHNLHJJVTWSPZOLZ[^VW\YWVZLZ!ÄYZ[P[KLÄULZH
major part of the female identity as perilously evil and second, it mandates and
legitimates male domination. Suppression of women in this excerpt is rationalized
and deemed necessary by a socio-religious construction of women as precariously
JHWYPJPV\Z;OPZJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^HZ\UKV\I[LKS`PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLWVSP[PJHSJVUKPtions of the day and the overwhelming instability Hindu males faced during the
Classical Period: the gender views of this and other verses from Manu should be
\UKLYZ[VVKHZZJYPW[\YHSS`LTILKKLKQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUZVMVWWYLZZPVUVMMLTHSLZHUK
HZKLZWLYH[LH[[LTW[Z[VUL\[YHSPaLHUL]LYÅ\J[\H[PUNL_WSVZP]LWVSP[PJHSJSPTH[L
(ÄUHSMHJL[VM[OL*SHZZPJHS7LYPVK»ZZ[YH[LNPJOHYULZZPUNVMZOHR[PPU]VS]LZ
the ideology of pativrayata, which stipulated the characteristics of the ideal Hindu
^PMLHUKLTLYNLKMYVT[OLJVUJLW[VMWH[P[OH[H^VTHU»ZO\ZIHUKHUKOLYNVK
were one and the same). Vanaja Dhruvarajan discusses pativrayata in her book
Hindu Women and the Power of Ideology, explaining that it is founded upon a
belief in fundamental difference between men and women. According to this
dichotomized view of gender, men alone possess traits of “ritual purity, physical
strength, and emotional maturity,” while women are “ritually pollutable, physically weak, and lack strong will power” (Dhruvarajan 27). This understanding of men
HUK^VTLUZPNUPÄJHU[S`PUMVYTZ[OLL_WLJ[H[PVUZVMH7H[P]YH[HVYH^PML^OVL_LTWSPÄLZ[OLpativrayata PKLVSVN`!ILJH\ZLVM^VTHU»ZPYYLM\[HISLPUMLYPVYP[`OLY
ZHS]H[PVUJHUILZLJ\YLKVUS`I`MVSSV^PUNOLYO\ZIHUKHUKM\SÄSSPUNOPZULLKZ
:OLT\Z[TLSKOLYL_PZ[LUJLPU[VOLYO\ZIHUK»ZHUKKL]V[LOLYZLSM[V¸OLSWPUN
him in every possible way to achieve his goals in life” in order to attain spiritual
M\SÄSSTLU[+OY\]HYHQHU(JJVYKPUN[VpativrayataH^VTHU»ZLUSPNO[LUTLU[
and release from cyclical reincarnation is contingent upon her “virtue” and “good
JVUK\J[¹^OPJOHYLKLÄULKHZHUKHJOPL]LKI`VILKPLUJL[VOLYO\ZIHUK;OL
TVZ[ JVUZPKLYHISL LSLTLU[Z VM [OPZ VILKPLUJL HYL! H ^PML»Z YLZVS]L [V IL JVTplacent and unquestioning, a sense of gratefulness to precede her husband in
death, and an uncompromising understanding that her body and soul belong to
her husband (Dhruvarjan 28-29). Embodying these characteristics and becoming
a Pativrata formed the path to salvation for women during Classical Period. The
pativrayataPKLVSVN`^P[OP[ZYLSLNH[PVUVM^VTLU»ZWV^LYPU[V[OLUHYYV^LZ[VM
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JVU[L_[ZPZQ\Z[VULTHUPMLZ[H[PVUVM[OL*SHZZPJHS7LYPVK»ZWVSP[PJHSS`TV[P]H[LK
shift in religious interpretation of shakti.
This shift in interpretation is also evidenced in the epics and early Puranas, in
which wife goddesses modeled the ideal Pativrata behavior. Women of the Classical Period were called to follow these divine paradigms and devote themselves to
[OLPYO\ZIHUKZHZ[OL`^V\SK[V[OLNVKZ>LÄUKHUL_JLSSLU[L_HTWSLVMZ\JO
a paradigm in the story of the Ramayana’s Sita, wife of King Rama, who endures a
U\TILYVMKHUNLYV\ZHUKKPMÄJ\S[[LZ[Z[VWYV]LOLYW\YP[`HUKJVTTP[TLU[[VOLY
husband. The greatest of these tests occurs when she enters a funeral pyre to show
her loyalty and devotion to Rama, who continues to doubt her innocence even
after all the trials she experienced (which included being seduced by a demon
KPZN\PZLKHZ9HTH)LJH\ZLVM:P[H»ZW\YP[`[OLNVKZWYV[LJ[OLYMYVT[OLÄYLHUK
she emerges unburned, thus proving her unwavering love for her husband and
PUHYN\HISLJOHZ[P[`@V\UN:P[HYPZRZNYH]LKHUNLYHUKL_LY[ZNYLH[LMMVY[
to embody the ideology of pativrayata. She does whatever is necessary to convince her husband of her loyalty to him, channeling all her strength and tenacity
[V^HYKILPUNHWLYMLJ[KL]V[LK^PML:P[H»ZZ[VY`JVTIPULK^P[OZPTPSHY[HSLZVM
courageously devoted divine wives, formed the standard for earthly wives: women
H[[LTW[LK[VMVSSV^:P[H»ZWH[O\ZPUNHSS[OLPYLULYN`[V\WOVSKUVYTZVMMLTPUPUP[`
HUKL_LTWSPM`[OLTHSLZWLJPÄLKL_WLJ[H[PVUZVMHTVKLSMLTHSLWHY[ULY0U[OPZ
way, a narrow and controlling construction of shakti that was born of the political
LSP[L»ZHWWYLOLUZPVU^HZKLMLUKLKHUKTHPU[HPULKI`KP]PULTVKLSZ
In analyzing the many elements of pativrayata and other forms of religiously-orchestrated suppression of women during the Classical Period, we must be
mindful of connections to the political and social context. Indeed, the political
conditions of the Classical Period add an important dimension to the way women
were religiously and socially perceived, for religious conceptions of women were
entirely different during the Vedic Periods, which were contrastingly characterized by relative political stability. The Vedic Periods witnessed expansive freedom
for women, as females were valued as essential contributors to ritual, while the
YLSPNPV\ZHUKZVJPHSYVSLZVM^VTLU^LYLZ[YPUNLU[S`JVUÄULKK\YPUN[OL*SHZZPcal Period. This colossal shift between the religion-based social status of women
in the Vedic and Classical Periods of Hinduism can only be explained with a
historical and religious perspective: during these eras, religious beliefs were bePUNHKHW[LKPUYLZWVUZL[VWVSP[PJHSJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ([[OLMV\UKH[PVUVM^VTLU»Z
socio-religious status in both periods was a core belief in shakti, or female power,
but the contexts of each era inspired adjustment to the interpretation of shakti and
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its application in the real world. Attaining the spiritual goals of the family-oriented
Vedic Periods depended on women and they were consequently regarded as vital
ritual actors. During the Classical Period, however, religious conceptions about
women were used as a means to cope with looming political deterioration and
unstable power structures. Thus, the central Hindu doctrine of shakti has been
TVKPÄLK[OYV\NOV\[OPZ[VY`HJJVYKPUN[VWVSP[PJHSHUKZVJPHSJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZNLUerating vastly different social realities for Hindus in different time periods.
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